Previous Work Groups

- A disciplinary in-between: negotiating creativity
- Afrokuturism
- Bayreuth Work Group on Governance in Africa
- BIGSAS Lesekreis
- BIGSAS Thesis Reading Group
- Career Day – Perspectives after the doctorate
- ClimateCultureSpace
- Conceptualising mobile knowledge in African contexts
- East African Community
- Economics of Africa
- Environment-Society Interface in Africa
- Family and Youth
- Food Security and Organisational Features of Development Projects
- Gender in Africa
- Governance in Africa
- HIV/AIDS from a Social and Cultural point of View
- Knowing, Learning, and Schooling in Africa
- Land, citizenship and politics in an Sub-Saharan African context
- Media in Africa: Approaches and Analyses
- Methodology of research and scientific writing in African literatures
- Migration
- On Mind and Nature: Reading Gregory Bateson (former: Reading Radical Constructivism)
- Performativity and Mediality in an African context
- Place-Making, Belonging and Identity
- Postcolonialism?
- Public Health Issues in Africa
- Religion in Contemporary Africa
- Sexualities that matter: Queering in Africa
- State-Society Relations
- The Making of Meaning: Theories and Methods in Communication
- Tourism in Africa: Chances and Challenges
- Tracks and Traces of Violence
- Uncertainty and Trust
- Writing Academic English
- Youth